Video Submission Requirement for
NANPA Foundation’s Janie Moore Greene Grant

As a requirement to receiving the $2,000 Janie Moore Greene Grant, the selected recipient must submit a video presentation created by the recipient that explains his/her background and interest in photography as well as his/her academic study of photography. This video presentation must be submitted within 45 days of being notified of the grant award. Following submission of the video, the grant check will be sent to the institution of higher education where the recipient is enrolled.

By submitting the video, the recipient consents to NANPA Foundation sharing the submission with its donors via email, website and other possible electronic means to document the award and its impact on the future of photography as well as garner funds for future awards.

Video Suggested Outline

This presentation can be compiled with an iPhone or Android phone. A simple audio/video presentation will meet the requirements of this grant.

**Opening and Introduction with the following information (approximately 20 seconds):**
NANPA Foundation’s Janie Moore Greene Grant
Recipient’s Name
Institution of Higher Education recipient attends including city and state/province

**Next (approximately 30 – 60 seconds):**
Video clip of the recipient explaining how he/she got started in photography, how his/her interest has grown and what led him/her to decide to study photography in an institution of higher education. Images taken by the recipient can be included in the video.

**Next (approximately 20-30 seconds):**
Video clip of the recipient explaining what it means to him/her to receive the grant funding for his/her studies. This should include a thank you to the donor of the grant (Janie Moore Greene) and a thank you to the NANPA Foundation.

**At the End (20-30 seconds):**
At the end of the video clip there should be an explanation of where interested parties can find out more information about the recipient’s photography, if applicable. Include website address and contact information for those looking for more information. If these do not exist, simply end the video with a short thank you to NANPA Foundation for the grant to help with your studies.